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Minutes of the meeting section birds in Trogir  on  31 May 2019 

1. Welcome by the President Klaus Weber 

Klaus Weber welcomes all participants of the division. 

As guests, colleagues from Hungary are present and represent a new federation of 

Hungarian bird breeders. The old association has left the EE. 

A new joint association has been established in Romania, which will be officially admitted 

next year. Until then, the old association still remains a voting member of the EE Birds 

Division. 

Klaus sends his best regards to the previous secretary of the Birds Division - Prof. Stanek - 

and thanks him emphatically for his work and his commitment to the division. For health 

reasons he is no longer available. 

2. Recording presence 

Belgium : Jan Van Looy, Jose Delfosse 

Germany: Klaus Weber 

Netherlands: Klaas Snijder, Dirk Verburg,  

Switzerland Heinz Hochuli 

Romania: Ernestin Grun 

Croatia: Plaskarian Marine 

Hungary: Miroslau Srebro  

Serbia: Dalibor Portic 

3. Address list from the section (up-to-date 2019) 
The address list and contact details must be updated. 

 

4. Minutes of the meeting section birds in Kolding DK on 12 May 2018  

The minutes shall be adopted unanimously 

 

5. Minutes of the Presidium meetings of 02.02. 2019 and 30.5.2019 

Klaus Weber reported on the two meetings of the presidium in 2019. 

Several motions from new members were discussed. 

The EE only accepts one organisation per division and per country. 

Portugal is a candidate for the poultry sector. 

Romania with a new association for small animals, including birds. 

Hungary has brought in birds at the EE show in Herning, although they are currently not a 

member of the EE. The birds were not evaluated, although in Hungary it was published that 

the Hungarian birds received good prizes at the EE show in Herning. 
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At the upcoming EE show, the exhibitor must indicate whether his data can be published in 

the catalogue in accordance with the basic rules for data protection.... The next EE meeting 

will take place in the Czech Republic/Prague 

6. Agenda of the General Assembly of 1 June 2019 

All attendees received the agenda of the General Meeting together with the conference folder. 

7. Admission of new members  

There are no new members that can be admitted this year. 

Next year there will be a vote on the admission of Hungary, the representatives of the new 

association were already present as guests this year. 

It is still difficult to win new countries for our division. 

The South is strongly connected to the GMO and is therefore not interested. 

France/Daniël Hans cannot attend this meeting. 

8. Report of the Advisory Committee on Animal Welfare 

Professor Schille will present a detailed report of the Advisory Council to the General 

Assembly tomorrow. 

In many countries, animal protection and animal welfare are becoming increasingly 

important. 

The duration of the presentation is limited in some countries.  

In some countries there is still discussion about the size of the cages for rearing and 

breeding, but also about the exhibition cages. 

The exhibition of some breeds is no longer allowed in certain countries 

 

9.  Review of the EE Europaschau 2018 in Denmark  

We organized an EE-Show in Herning, which wasn't okay organizationally. The main problem 

was that there is no umbrella organisation in Denmark. There are only regional associations 

and regional clubs; there was no local person responsible for birds in Herning. Everything 

went through the organiser Willy Littau. 

The few days/weeks before the exhibition both the other Danish regional association - Dansk 

Fugelverband and also the 3 city associations, which had promised the support and 

assistance to the exhibition director, which cancelled cooperation at short notice, became 

known to us only afterwards. Only the FJKK, a small canary association from Jutland, was 

present and kept its promise. However, they were only responsible for the canaries, 

parakeets and exotic birds had to be partially supplied and cared for by the present 

members of the section birds. The division then took many things into its own hands to 

continue the show. 
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The Danish exhibitors also had to exhibit in cardboard cages because of the uniformity, 

although this was agreed differently. These were brought from France. Despite the existence 

of dome cages in Denmark, the dome cages supplied from the Netherlands were used. At 

the next EE-Show a direct contact person with a professional team must be available on site. 

This is necessary to be able to organise an EE bird show well. Unfortunately there was also 

no bird representative from Austria present this time after they already missed in Denmark 

and also did not take part in the EE show. Not a good sign, particularly since the next 

European show takes place in Austria and for our section direct contact persons, who also 

know technically are urgently necessary, which showed up dramatically in Herning. 

 The registration of the exhibition birds was problematic, the lists had to be sent to Denmark, 

from where they were forwarded to Daniel Hans. It took a very long time for the lists to 

reach those responsible. The bows were sent to the exhibitors much too late, some of them 

only arrived during the EE show. These problems finally led to Klaus Weber not being 

available for a new term. 

10. Proposal to discuss the function plans for the colleagues of the Bird 

department. 

Germany has prepared a proposal with a new division of roles for the different functions 

within the RE Birds Division. This proposal is the prelude to an orderly separation of 

functions for the European exhibition 2021. The other proposals from Belgium and the 

Netherlands and the proposal from Switzerland will be included. 

11. Proposal for discussion of the revised rules for the inspection and award 

of prizes. 

Proposal by Belgium and the Netherlands: The old dynamic system regime will be abolished. 

In each series a Europa Master can be awarded if the judge believes that the bird is worth it, 

regardless of the number of birds in the series. 

The European Champion is selected from the Europa Masters of the group. 

6 votes in favour and 1 abstention for the new regulations. 

 

12. Proposal for a discussion on the extension of the master classes for the 

next European Championship. 

As a basis for the composition of the series we will use the number of registered birds at the 

last EE show for the composition of the series.  

We propose to divide the Gloster into Corona and Consort. 

The Fife Fancy will be divided into Intensive and Grey. 

The proposal was unanimously accepted. 
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Gion Gross, president of EE, visits and welcomes the participants. 

He pointed out that the EE Birds Division is not a competitor to the COM. 

On behalf of the presidency, he thanked the outgoing president of the department for the 

work he had done. 

Ester Huwiler the Secretary General of the EE also welcomed those present. 

She asks which of them has received an e-mail from the file, only the one whose data is 

available in the digital system receives an e-mail from her containing all the information. 

13.  Report of the standard committee  

Werner Stanek will most likely also leave the standard committee.The question must also be 

asked whether Daniel Hans will still take up his post. 

An Austrian member of the standard committee should also be present. With regard to the 

EE-Show in Austria in 2021. 

Next year there will be elections for the standard committee. 

Proposal to ask Henk Janssens NBVVV to become secretary of the Standard Committee and 

to follow the organisation of the EE courses and the list of EE judges.  

It is impossible for Switzerland to set up a course for judges, it is far too expensive for a hotel 

with breakfast. There have already been two courses for judges in Germany and one in the 

Netherlands and Belgium, which have been carried out together with the standard 

committee. Romania proposes to train judges in the Eastern European countries, such as 

Romania. However, this can only take place in connection with a bird exhibition. Language 

and translation problems must also be taken into account. 

14. Elections according to § 12.2 of the EE statutes 

 President of the Birds Division 

Klaas Snijder is a candidate.  

He is unanimously elected as the new president. Klaas thanks the outgoing president for the 

work he has done in recent years. 

Vice-President of the Birds Section In consultation with Klaas Snijder, Klaus Weber went 

looking for a German candidate.  

He hasn't found a candidate yet.  

 Secretary of the Birds Division 

Professor Werner Stanek has done a lot of good work as secretary of the division in recent 

years. For health reasons, he can no longer continue these tasks. 

Jan Van Looy is a candidate. Jan Van Looy is unanimously elected as the new department 

secretary. 
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15.  Training of EE judges 

The Netherlands has offered a course for judges and prefers a course on parakeets and 

exotic species. Another option can be considered. 

The badges must be handed over to the EE judges. 

The requirements to be an EE judge must be revised. 

An EE judge who has not followed an EE training course in a period of five years becomes 

inactive. The judges must have successfully assessed 3 EE-shows in order to become EE-

judges. Or judged at 2 EE shows and completed at least 1 EE training course. 

New judges: They are accredited OMJ judges and have completed at least 1 EE training 

course. 

It is up to the countries to send their best judges to the next EE show in Austria. 

There is only one EE-Show per 3 years, there we only need a dozen judges. 

We need a list with a limited number of good judges, so it is not necessary to have a large 

number of EE judges. 

In December there will be an EE-judging course for parakeets and exotic birds at the KBOF 

2020. Possibly we will organize an EE North Sea Show there, if the COM 2021 organizes a 

COM Show in Turkey. 

16. Breed related European show 2019 

No bird shows have been registered. 

17. Bond show/championships in the different Member States 

The different countries can publish their national exhibitions on the EE website. 

This is free advertising. 

18. Applications 

No 

19. Internet 

The new secretary will forward the data to Ester Huwiler for publication on the website. 

20. Suggestions and wishes  

1. The EE pays an annual amount for the activities of the EE standard committee. The basic 

amount has been set at € 500. Additional resources may be requested in accordance with 

the new rules on financial support for the standard committees. Klaus Weber shall transfer 

the remaining funds for the work of the standard committee to the new chairperson of the 

section. The EE is financially healthy and the honorary chair ensures through sponsoring that 

good financial support is possible for the work of the Standard Committee and the Animal 

Welfare Advisory Board 
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Klaus Weber closes the meeting at 12:00 and wishes the newly elected board members a 

pleasant hand and good luck. 

Jan Van Looy                     Klaus Weber 

Secretary bird Division 31 May 2019    Chairman of the Birds Division  

                                                                                                         until 1.6.2019 


